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OPTION

9 Law in action

9.1 Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are available just where you need them, at the point of learning, in
your digital formats, learnON and eBookPLUS at www.jacplus.com.au.

9.1.1 Introduction
Crossing the street, attending school, owning a mobile phone, driving a car or riding a pushbike are all
activities that involve the law. Every day you come into contact with the law, whether you realise it or not.

Most people know something about the law. We learn about it because we, as individuals, are part of a
society that has rules and regulations. The laws of our community are, therefore, part of our everyday lives.
The law is there to protect your rights and to outline your responsibilities.

A wide range of laws affect many aspects of our daily lives and help
maintain order within our society.

CONTENT FOCUS
On completion of this topic, you will have examined the rights and responsibilities of individuals in a range of
situations in which they may come in contact with the law.
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Resources

Digital document Key terms glossary (doc-#####)

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic

9.2 Contact with the law
9.2.1 Legal capacity
‘Sorry, but you can’t come in unless you have some identification that shows you are 18 or over’, said the
attendant at the door of the club.

What the attendant is referring to is a person’s legal capacity — the ability of a person to do something.
A person’s age (and mental status) can affect her or his capacity. For example, the law treats a person under
18 years of age — a minor — differently from an adult, a person aged 18 years or over. However, there are
some rights you may gain before you turn 18. The table below indicates how old you must be to carry out
certain activities.

Minimum age requirements

Activity Minimum age Comment

Leave home 16 Provided you have a safe place to live and you can financially provide for
yourself

Rent a flat No law If you are refused a flat due to being under 18, it is age discrimination.

Leave school 17 Unless you have a full-time job, attend TAFE or are being home
schooled

Get a full-time job 15 To work full time before you are 15 you need permission from the
Minister for Education.

Drink alcohol 18 If you are on licensed premises

Purchase
cigarettes

18 It is a criminal offence to purchase cigarettes if you are under 18.

People must be 15 years old before they can be employed.
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Laws relating to the use of bicycles are
intended to protect cyclists and other road
users. What laws are being broken here?

CASE STUDY
Bicycles and the law
A bicycle is defined as a vehicle with one or more wheels
that is built to be propelled by human power through a
belt, chain or gears. In Australia, a bicycle is considered a
vehicle, therefore cyclists are required to obey road rules,
including stopping at red lights or stop signs, giving way
as indicated by signage and giving hand signals when
changing direction.
To be a legal road vehicle during the day, a bicycle

must have:
• at least one working brake
• a working bell or horn fitted to it.
To be a legal road vehicle at night, a bicycle must also

have:
• lights fitted and in use when riding at night
• a red rear reflector that is clearly visible for
50 metres.

It is compulsory to wear an approved helmet correctly
when riding a bike. This applies to all cyclists, regardless
of age, and includes any child being carried as a
passenger. Failing to obey road or bicycle rules may result
in a fine.

CASE STUDY
Pets and the law
Being the owner of a dog is a big responsibility. These responsibilities are set out in the NSW Companion
Animals Act 1998. This Act gives local councils the power to enforce the law to ensure that owners meet their
responsibilities. Some breeds of dog, such as the American pit bull terrier, Japanese tosa, dogo Argentino and fila
Brasileiro are called ‘restricted breeds’ and these have a range of more stringent rules of ownership.
The cartoons in this section show some of the responsibilities of pet ownership, while the table outlines the

fines for failing to meet various responsibilities.

Common penalties for failing to meet dog ownership responsibilities

Animal not microchipped $165

Animal not registered $275

Failure to prevent dog escaping $220

Dog not on lead in public place $220

Failure to remove dog faeces $275

Dog in prohibited place $330

Dog attacks any person or animal $5500
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The various responsibilities placed on pet owners are intended to keep both pets and the public
safe.

Resources

Digital document Worksheet 9.1 Law in action puzzle (doc-27033)

Weblink Youth Law Australia

9.2 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

1. What is meant by the term ‘capacity’?
2. At what age does a minor become an adult?
3. At what age may you legally:

(a) leave school
(b) get a full-time job?

4. List the legal requirements for a bicycle:
(a) at night
(b) in the daytime.

5. Study the illustration of the cyclist in the ‘Bicycles and the law’ case study and list all the laws that are being
broken.

6. Which level of government is responsible for enforcing the law relating to dog ownership?
7. Study the ‘Pets and the law’ case study cartoons, showing responsibilities of pet owners, and the table,

which lists some penalties for failing to meet these responsibilities. Outline the consequences for failing to
meet three of the responsibilities of owning a dog.

8. Name one restricted dog breed. Why do you think some breeds have more stringent rules of ownership?
9. Use the Law Stuff weblink in the Resources tab to discover and then outline the situation regarding:

(a) young people getting a tattoo
(b) when you can apply for a passport
(c) when you can be charged with a criminal offence.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available in your digital formats.
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9.3 Contact with the criminal law and
elements of crime
9.3.1 Criminal law
Criminal law deals with how people should behave — what they can and cannot do. Criminal law deals
with offences such as armed robbery, murder, drink driving, fraud, rape, shoplifting and failing to pay train
fares.

Criminal law covers many aspects of expected social behaviour. Which of these offences
involve criminal law?

9.3.2 Young people and criminal offences
Accused
Once a person is 10 years old they can be accused; that is, charged with an alleged criminal offence.
Children under 10 are not seen as mature enough to commit criminal offences.

Children aged between 10 and 14 years have a limited responsibility for offences they commit. If they
are charged with a crime, it must be proven in court that they knew what they did was ‘seriously wrong’.
A commonly used defence for people in this age group is that they did not fully understand the
consequences of their actions.

People who are under 16 and found guilty of an offence will have no conviction (a finding of guilty)
recorded against them unless it was a serious offence. If a conviction is recorded against them in the
Children’s Court, they can have that conviction wiped from their record after three years if they have not
been in any more trouble.

Witness

An example of an oath sworn by witnesses in
court.

A witness is a person who gives evidence in court.
Witnesses must swear an oath: a promise to tell the truth.
The oath is usually sworn while holding a religious text
such as the Bible or Qur’an, or by making an affirmation
if the person has no religious beliefs. Generally, children
can be called as witnesses only when it can be shown
that they understand the ‘oath’. An example of an oath
is shown on right.
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Victim
A victim is a person who is injured or killed by another person in an act of violence. A young person can be
a victim of a criminal offence at any age.

9.3.3 Elements that need to be proven to convict someone of a crime
To find the accused guilty of a crime, the prosecution must prove that the accused not only committed the
act, but also had the intention to commit a wrongful act. Criminal liability depends on the presence of two
elements:

1. Guilty act (or, from Latin, actus reus). This means that the accused actually committed the offence and
did not just think about doing it.
The main features of actus reus are:
• the act, or omission, actually occurred
• it was done by the accused
• it was voluntary; not committed under force.

2. Guilty mind (or, from Latin, mens rea). This means that a person must have intended to commit the
crime. It can take several forms including intending to commit a crime (such as robbing a bank), being
reckless (such as driving after drinking alcohol), and being negligent (such as failing to give someone
first aid).

For the accused to be found guilty of a crime, it must be determined that both actus reus (guilty act) and mens rea
(guilty mind) were present.
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CASE STUDY
McConnell versus R 1977 NSWLR 714
Three men named McConnell, McFarland and Holland had kicked, beaten and stabbed a man named Bergmann.
They thought they had killed him so they threw his body into a river. Bergmann was not dead when he was
thrown into the river; however, he died from drowning.
The counsel for the defence claimed that McConnell, McFarland and Holland did not have the intention of

killing Bergmann (mens rea) when they threw him into the river and therefore they could not be convicted of
murder.

9.3 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

1. The illustrations in section 9.3.1 show several different situations. Which ones would involve criminal law?
2. Complete the sentences by filling in each blank space with a word from the options provided.

witnesses oath criminal ten Children’s charged victim public mens rea murder

(a) ____________ law deals with how people should behave.
(b) Criminal law deals with offences such as armed robbery, ____________, drink driving and fraud.
(c) Children under the age of ____________ are not considered mature enough to be charged with a criminal

offence.
(d) Once a person is 10 years old, they may be accused or ____________ with a criminal offence.
(e) People under the age of 18 will appear in the ____________ Court.
(f) People who give evidence in a court are known as ____________.
(g) The Children’s Court is closed to the ____________.
(h) A promise to tell the truth in a court is known as an ____________.
(i) A ____________ is a person injured or killed by someone in an act of violence.
(j) The two elements of a crime are actus reus and ____________ ____________.

3. Refer to the ‘McConnell versus R’ case study. Do you believe that McConnell, McFarland and Holland
intended to commit murder at any stage? Why?

4. Has a crime been committed in the following cases? Justify your answers by referring to the elements of a
crime.
(a) Jillian and Andrew, aged 18 and 19, snatched an elderly lady’s purse as she came out of a supermarket.

The victim returned to the shop for help, became distressed and died from a heart attack.
(b) Victor Natui owned two Rottweilers. An elderly man, Tom, kept a vegetable patch on the block next door.

One day when Tom came to check the vegetables, the neighbour’s dogs had escaped. They attacked
Tom and mauled him to death.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available in your digital formats.

9.4 Punishment for a crime
9.4.1 Forms of punishment
Until changes were introduced towards the end of the nineteenth century, many different punishments were
used against people who broke the law. Punishments included whipping, exile, deportation, torture (using
devices such as the rack or thumbscrews) and capital punishment, where an offender is put to death. Some
methods by which capital punishment has been carried out include hanging, electrocution, gas chamber,
guillotine, shooting and lethal injection. No-one has been executed in Australia since Ronald Ryan was
hanged in 1967.
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CASE STUDY
The Ronald Ryan case
Ronald Ryan and Peter Walker escaped from Pentridge Prison (Melbourne) in December 1965. During the
escape, a prison officer named George Hodson was shot and killed.
Ryan and Walker were recaptured in Sydney after a nationwide manhunt. They had been free for 19 days. While

at large, they held up a branch of the ANZ Bank, and Walker shot dead a man who had recognised him.
Ryan was charged with the murder of Prison Officer Hodson. His trial before Judge Starke began on 15 March

1966. Ryan claimed that he did not fire any shots and that a bullet fired by one of the guards may have killed
Hodson. However, the jury found him guilty and Judge Starke imposed the death penalty.
Despite a nationwide protest, Ryan was executed by hanging at Pentridge Prison on 3 February 1967. There

is still controversy as to whether Ryan fired the fatal shot. Over the next 20 years, all states in Australia abolished
capital punishment.

In Australia today, when a person is found guilty, the magistrate or judge imposes an appropriate
punishment. They have a large number of options to choose from, including fines, community service,
weekend detention, home detention, good behaviour bonds, court-mandated behaviour change courses
(for example, drink-driving education) and imprisonment.

9.4.2 Common penalties for crimes
When sentencing a person, a magistrate/judge takes into account factors such as a guilty plea,
circumstances of the crime (for example, the degree of violence), prior convictions and the level of hardship
that the sentence may cause (for example, a person who is convicted of drink driving needing a driver’s
licence for their work).

Forms of punishment

The following table shows common penalties for drink driving. Many fines are now expressed in terms of
penalty units. This makes it easier to increase the fines so as to keep them in line with inflation. Currently a
penalty unit is valued at $110.
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Penalties for drink driving from 20 May 2019

Crime First offence Second or subsequent offences

Driving with a low-range
prescribed concentration of
alcohol (breathalyser reading of
.05 to .079)

20 penalty points, licence
disqualification of 3 to 6 months
coupled with an on-the-spot fine.

30 penalty points and licence
disqualification of 6 to 12 months

Driving with a mid-range
prescribed concentration of
alcohol (breathalyser reading of
.08 to 0.149)

30 penalty points and/or 9 months
jail. Licence disqualification of 6 to
12 months.

50 penalty points and/or 12 months
jail. Licence disqualification of 1 to 3
years.

Driving with a high-range
prescribed concentration of
alcohol (breathalyser reading of
.15 or above)

30 penalty points and/or 18 months
jail. Licence disqualification of 1 to 3
years.

50 penalty points and/or 2 years jail.
Licence disqualification of 2 to 5
years.

CASE STUDY
Jordan’s poor decision
Jordan was 19. He had a very bad driving record. His offences included speeding, driving without a licence and a
mid-range drink-driving conviction.
On the night of his brother’s 21st birthday party he overindulged in the party spirit and drank a great deal.

Unfortunately, at the end of the party Jordan refused to take an Uber with the others and instead got behind the
wheel of his old Nissan Skyline and headed for home.
He was stopped at a roadside random breath testing station and recorded a blood alcohol reading of 0.23.
When he went to court, the magistrate said, ‘I hope you have your toothbrush with you! I am sentencing you to

nine months imprisonment, with six months non-parole. I do this to teach you a lesson before you kill someone’.

Resources

Digital document Worksheet 9.2 Punishments (doc-27035)

9.4 Activity: Research and communication
1. Conduct a class debate on the following:

‘Capital punishment should be reintroduced for offences such as murder, child molestation and terrorism.’

9.4 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

1. Complete the sentences below by filling in the blank spaces with a word from the options provided.

capital detention convictions fine bond community hanging maximum

(a) A ____________ is the payment of money as punishment for breaking the law.
(b) ____________ service is where an offender must do unpaid work such as tree planting.
(c) When a person spends their weekend in jail, it is known as weekend ____________.
(d) When a person is sentenced to death, it is known as ____________ punishment.
(e) There are different types of jails including ____________ security and low security prison farms.
(f) A ____________ is when you agree to be of good behaviour for a period of time

or you will forfeit a sum of money.
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(g) When determining a person’s sentence, a magistrate will take into account factors such as any prior
____________.

(h) The only means by which capital punishment was carried out in Australia was ____________.

2. Refer to the case study of Ronald Ryan. Match each name in the table below with the appropriate
description.

Name Description

Ronald Ryan Murdered prison officer

Peter Walker Last person to be executed in Australia

George Hodson Ordered the execution by hanging of Ronald Ryan

Judge Starke Ronald Ryan’s accomplice

3. Refer to the ‘Jordan’s poor decision’ case study and also the table in section 9.4.2, showing penalties for
drink driving.
(a) State three offences for which Jordan had been previously convicted.
(b) Would Jordan have been charged with a low-, mid- or high-range drink-driving offence?
(c) What is the maximum jail sentence that Jordan could have received for his latest offence?
(d) How long could Jordan have been sentenced to jail for his first mid-range drink-driving charge?
(e) Why do you think the magistrate resorted to a jail sentence for Jordan’s latest offence?

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available in your digital formats.

9.5 Contact with civil law
9.5.1 The difference between civil and criminal law
Civil law deals with non-criminal matters involving disputes between individuals and organisations. In
contrast, criminal law involves doing something that is considered to be an offence. Where a civil wrong
is successfully proven in court, the wronged party will seek damages — money — as compensation.

Sometimes, the same incident may involve both criminal law and civil action. For example, Lee snatches
Fiona’s bag and, in doing so, breaks her arm, making it impossible for her to work and also causing
considerable pain and suffering. The police catch Lee and charge him with assault and robbery. He is
eventually given a large fine and a suspended jail sentence. Fiona can now take out a civil case against Lee
seeking a sum of money as compensation for her lost wages, as well as for her pain and suffering.

9.5.2 Contracts
A contract is a legally binding agreement. A person under 18 can legally enter into a contract to purchase
essential goods and services that are necessary to support him or her. Such goods and services may include
food, housing, medical and dental services or education. A contract for these types of goods and services
can be enforced through the courts. Therefore, people under 18 can rent a flat or house and sign a lease.
However, if rent is not paid or damage is caused to the premises, the landlord can sue the young person.

If a person under the age of 18 buys luxury goods such as jewellery or stereo equipment, the contract will
not be legally binding and the seller will not be able to enforce it. Also, if a person under 18 has entered into
a loan agreement or obtained credit, these contracts cannot be enforced.

Mobile phone contracts
Many young people enter into mobile phone contracts. As with all contracts, it is important to read and
understand the ‘fine print’. Failure to do so may result in financial hardship, as evidenced by the fact that
mobile phones are the main cause of problem debts among young people. Also, you should think carefully
before agreeing to act as a guarantor for a friend’s mobile phone contract, as the following figure depicts.
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Signing as a guarantor may mean you are ultimately liable for your friend’s mobile phone debt.

9.5.3 Negligence
Negligence occurs when a person or an organisation fails to exercise reasonable care and causes damage
to another person. For example, an employer has a duty of care to provide a safe workplace. Employees
who are injured at work are entitled to workers’ compensation. However, if they were injured due to
the employer’s negligence, the injured worker can also sue their employer, as outlined in the following
illustration.

Businesses also have a duty of care to their customers and may be found negligent if the goods and
services they provide cause harm. For example, restaurants and cafés have a duty of care to ensure the food
they provide is safe to eat. The principle of duty of care is based on what we would expect a reasonable
person to do or not do.

The main remedy for negligence is compensation in the form of money. The graver the type of
negligence, the greater amount of money likely to be awarded. The money is seen as a way to repay some
of the pain and suffering that has occurred as a consequence of the negligent action.

TOPIC 9 Law in action 11
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An example of negligence

COMFACTS
The modern law of negligence was developed as a result of a decision of the House of Lords (England) in the
case of Donoghue v. Stevenson (1932). Read more about this in the case in subtopic 3.11.

9.5 Activity: Research and communication
1. Conduct a mock trial on the following: ‘The wolf from the three little pigs story has been charged with

destruction of property, vandalism and attempted murder’.

9.5 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

1. Explain how civil law differs from criminal law.
2. Describe the type of punishment that tends to be given in civil cases.
3. What is a contract? Outline the circumstances under which people aged under 18 may enter into a contract.
4. Name the major cause of debt among young people.
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5. Refer to the cartoon about Lachlan’s mobile mistake in section 9.5.2.
(a) Explain why Brant could not enter into a mobile phone agreement.
(b) Define the term ‘guarantor’.
(c) How could Lachlan have avoided the problem with the phone company?

6. Refer to the cartoon about negligence in section 9.5.3.
(a) Who is the employer?
(b) Name the employee.
(c) Explain why the employer was negligent.

7. Discuss whether negligence has occurred in the following situations.
(a) On a busy, hot summer’s day, a lifeguard leaves the beach for five minutes to get a drink. In the

meantime, a swimmer is calling out for help. The swimmer drowns and his parents decide to sue.
(b) After a party, Imogen accepts a lift from Patrick despite being aware he had been drinking for several

hours. Patrick subsequently crashes the car. Imogen is hurt and decides to sue.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available in your digital formats.

9.6 Is it really a crime?
9.6.1 Joint criminal enterprise

You can end up in handcuffs for just ‘going along with it’.
Imagine that you and a friend go to
the shopping centre and enjoy a burger
at the food court. At the table next to
you are two women, both engaged
in discussion. Your friend whispers
to you that one woman’s handbag
has fallen over on the ground. He
shortly after bends down, pretending
to tie his shoelaces while stealing
the purse in the handbag. He shows
you how he places the purse in his
own backpack and tells you that it’s
time to go buy another burger as he
takes out $20 from the purse. In this
scenario, you might think that you are
not the criminal and are instead just
an innocent bystander. This is not the
case, however, because the law says that you can be seen to be just as guilty as the main offender if you are
present, assist in the crime or know what’s going on.

These situations can be difficult because you may not intend to assist but things happen so fast and you
might not fully realise what has occurred. In this case, your willingness to walk away from the scene of the
crime with your friend, knowing he had stolen the purse and intends to spend the money, would place you
in the position of possibly being charged with theft as well.

In this kind of scenario, the police would be enforcing the law as it falls under criminal law. You, as the
thief, would be viewed as the offender and the victim in this case would be the woman whose purse was
stolen. For more information about criminal law, see topic 4.

9.6.2 ‘It was just for fun’
Social media has not only caused an increase in cybercrimes, but also created a trend where young people
video or livestream themselves doing criminal activities. One example is youths who deliberately make a
mess in shops by pouring out liquids on floors, stampede through aisles and tear down products, or even
lick food and put it back again. All these things are illegal.
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Silly pranks can lead to dangerous
situations.

You may think that spilling your drink on purpose in the
local Coles is not a big deal. After all, it can just be cleaned up.
However, stupid acts can lead to accidents and the grin might
turn to a frown if someone slipped because of the spill, knocked
their head on a shelf and sustained a brain injury. If a video
or stream of the incident existed, the police could use this as
evidence in a criminal court case. However, the person who got
injured, or their family, may also decide to seek compensation
by taking you to civil court. If this occurred, you would be
called the defendant and the victim would be called the plaintiff.
In a civil trial, it would be up to the plaintiff to prove that the
defendant caused the injury and they would ask for money as
compensation for their pain and suffering.

9.6 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

1. Define the following terms.
(a) Offender
(b) Plaintiff
(c) Defendant

2. What is the most likely outcome of a civil case?
3. Explain the rationale for why the two friends in section 9.6.1 could both be taken to court.
4. In the situation described in section 9.6.2, imagine that the police found five other videos of ‘accidental

spilling’ on one of the offender’s phone. Do you think this might have any effect on the case and its
outcome?

5. The scenario in section 9.6.2 shows how quickly a silly prank can turn into a court case. Use the internet
and magazines to research other cases and find articles about ‘accidental crimes’ or ‘crimes committed by
youths’. For each article, summarise the main events and identify if a criminal and/or civil crime is being
described. Draw a diagram showing who would be the offender/victim or defendant/plaintiff.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available in your digital formats.

9.7 Rights and responsibilities of individuals
9.7.1 Human rights
Some nations, such as the USA and New Zealand, include in their constitutions a Bill or Charter of Rights.
This virtually guarantees that their citizens cannot lose any of their rights unless a referendum is held to
change their constitution.

In Australia, the only rights that are guaranteed by the Constitution are the rights to:
• vote
• freedom of religion
• freedom of movement
• own property
• trial by jury
• a fair trial.
However, this is not to say that human rights are not protected by Australian legislation. The Australian

Human Rights commission is funded by the federal government but operates as an individual entity. It is
responsible for investigating infringements of Australia’s anti-discrimination legislation, which includes:
• Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cwth)
• Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cwth)
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• Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cwth)
• Age Discrimination Act 2004 (Cwth)
• Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986 (Cwth)
Through the commission, you can lodge a complaint about a range of discrimination forms covered in

these pieces of legislation. The commission will investigate the claim and if they decide to move forward
will try to help resolve the problem through a conciliation process (see section 9.9.2). The outcomes you
could expect include:
• getting an apology
• being reinstated to a job
• receiving monetary compensation for lost wages
• forcing changes to policies.

9.7.2 Protection provided by the law
As you can see, the law protects Australian citizens from discrimination and as such also
ensures that fundamental human rights are upheld. The law, in addition, protects individuals in a variety
of situations. For instance, when you go into shop you will not only have the right to being treated without
discrimination, but the price of the product or the service should also be the same regardless of if you are a
young Asian female or a disabled old man.

In the same way, there are laws protecting the rights of children as well as adults in the workplace.

9.7.3 Conventions on the rights of the child
As part of our contribution to the global community, Australia is a party to many treaties and conventions.
One of these is the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CROC). This was written in 1989
and ratified (signed) by Australia in 1990. There are 40 articles altogether; some are summarised below.
• Children should be protected from discrimination on the basis of their family background.
• The interests of the child must be considered by the courts and welfare agencies.
• Children have the right to express their opinion freely in all matters affecting them and to have that

opinion taken into account in any matter affecting them.
• Children have the right to express their views, obtain information and give others information and tell

of their ideas.
• The government must respect a child’s right to freedom of thought, morals/conscience and religion.

COMFACTS
In Australia, we rely on specific statutes and also the common law to guarantee our rights.

CASE STUDY
Lyn and Chris

Which articles of the Convention
on the Rights of the Child did the
council violate when in banned
parties at the youth centre?

Lyn and Chris were both turning 14 on the same day. Their parents
thought it would be a great idea to cut costs and hold one party
at a nearby youth centre. However, when they tried to organise it,
the council advised them that they had banned parties at the youth
centre due to complaints from nearby residents.
Lyn, Chris and their parents were furious, because nobody had

been consulted. They contacted several councillors, the mayor and
the local newspaper.
Eventually, a meeting was held involving the council, Lyn, Chris

(and their parents) and several nearby residents. At this meeting, a
set of rules was drawn up for the use of the youth centre for young
people’s parties that everyone agreed to.
Lyn and Chris’s party went ahead and everyone had a great time.
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CASE STUDY
Workplace violence and harassment
Violence and harassment are not acceptable in the workplace. Violence includes things such as:
• verbal abuse
• threats of physical abuse
• deliberately being placed in danger
• assaults such as harming you physically or simply making physical contact
• sexual assault
• initiation ceremonies that cause physical harm.
Harassment generally involves less aggressive behaviour than violence, but is still illegal in the workplace.

It includes things such as:
• demeaning comments or put downs
• ridiculing or making fun of you
• spreading rumours
• stealing or hiding your tools or equipment
• damaging any of your personal property
• sexual harassment.

Harassment and violence — which is which?

Resources

Weblink Youth Law Australia
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9.7 Activity: Research and communication
1. ‘Australia should have a Bill of Rights to ensure every citizen’s rights are guaranteed.’

Discuss this in small groups and share your arguments with the class.

9.7 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

1. Complete the passage below by filling in the blank spaces with words from the options provided.

New Zealand common Rights statues Child 1989
40 United States United Convention 1990 constitutions

Nations such as the ___________ and ___________ have a Bill of ___________ included in their ___________.
Australians rely on specific ___________ and also the ___________ law to guarantee their rights.
Australia is a party to the ___________ Nations ___________ on the Rights of the ___________. It was written
in ___________ and ratified by Australia in ___________. Altogether, it contains ___________ articles.

2. List four things that are classed as harassment in the workplace.
3. List four things that are classed as violence in the workplace.
4. Read the case study about Lyn and Chris and list any articles from the Convention on the Rights of the Child

that were broken by the council.
5. Study the cartoons in the ‘Workplace violence and harassment’ case study. Which one describes a situation

of violence and which describes a situation of harassment?
6. Use the Youth Law Australia weblink in the Resources tab to describe how the law tries to protect people

injured in a car accident.
7. What human rights do we have according to the Bill or Charter of Rights?
8. What areas of discrimination can the Australian Human Rights Commission help people with?

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available in your digital formats.

9.8 The purpose and role of the legal system
9.8.1 The law and you
The law affects almost everything you do. If you buy a
mobile phone and it does not work properly, there are
laws that can help you get it fixed, get an exchange or
receive a refund. If you rent a flat, there are laws that
say what you and the landlord can and cannot do. If you
have an accident at work, there are laws that say who
has to pay your doctor’s bills.

In each of these situations, the law is there to protect
you. The law therefore empowers you to seek a solution
to your problem. Without the protection of a legal
system, enforcement of a person’s rights would be
based on physical violence: ‘might is right’. In this
situation, most people would be powerless. Of course,
the law operates in the background, waiting for you to
access it if you should need its assistance.

The legal system consists of a number of institutions such as parliaments, courts and prisons. It also
includes people who work within this system: judges, lawyers, police officers, the tax office, prison officers
and politicians.
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9.8.2 Politicians make laws
• Parliament is our main law-making institution.
• It can make new laws and change existing ones.
• These laws are binding on all courts and judges.
• Parliament responds to pressures (lobbying, petitions, demonstrations etc.) to make new laws or

change existing laws.

9.8.3 Legal advisors specialise in the law
• Lawyers (solicitors and barristers) provide legal advice and assistance.
• They represent their clients and conduct their cases at a court hearing. This is their advocacy role.
• Their duty is to argue a case in the best interests of their clients.
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9.8.4 Police enforce the laws
• Police do not make the laws; they only enforce the laws.
• They also prevent and investigate crime, protect life and property, and maintain peace and order.
• Police assist in the prosecution of suspected offenders.
• There are rules that outline police powers and how they do their job.

9.8.5 Australian Taxation Office
• Tax crimes involve hiding cash wages, avoiding paying your taxes, using offshore accounts and falsely

claiming refunds or benefits; these activates are often linked to identity crime, money laundering and
organised crime.

• The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) helps to prevent these crimes by collecting financial data from a
range of different sources and cross-checking to detect anomalies or patterns that indicate a tax crime
may be committed.

• The ATO works with Australian law enforcement to fight against these crimes.
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9.8.6 Courts interpret laws
• Courts settle disputes according to strict rules of evidence and procedure.
• Court officials are responsible for the administration of the court and the efficient running of a case.
• Judges have the ability to create law through the decisions they make when hearing a case: an act of

precedent.
• Most courts are open courts; people may enter and listen to the case.

9.8.7 Law-breakers are punished by court
• Prisons hold people convicted of a crime.
• Prison staff manage the prison.
• All offenders must be given the opportunity for rehabilitation.
• Imprisonment — loss of freedom — is the harshest form of punishment that can be imposed.
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Resources

Digital document Worksheet 9.3 Join the police force (doc-26722)

9.8 Activity: Research and communication

Politicians

The legal system:

people and institutions

Parliaments are the

main law-making

institutions.

Prisons Courts

Police

Legal

advisers

1. As a class, brainstorm how laws empower
individuals and groups in our society.

2. Add extra elements to the concept map started in
the figure to summarise the people and institutions
that make up the legal system.

3. Investigate the 1923 Victorian police strike. What
were the causes, events during and results of
this strike?

4. Research the legal system of another country and
compare it with what you know of the Australian
legal system. What are the similarities and
differences? Present your information either as a
PowerPoint presentation or a word-processed
report.

9.8 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

1. In the past, disputes were often resolved with the belief that ‘might is right’.
(a) What is meant by this expression?
(b) Why is this system of resolving disputes unfair to most people?
(c) What advantages are there for individuals and society in having a comprehensive legal system?

2. What is the role of police in our society?
3. What do you think would happen in our society if police went on strike?
4. Vigilantes, private citizens who take on the role of guardian of society, take enforcement of law into their own

hands. Explain why it is better that the police and courts, rather than individuals, resolve disputes.
5. Why should offenders be given the opportunity of rehabilitation?

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available in your digital formats.

9.9 Methods of resolving disputes
9.9.1 Alternatives to going to court
In Australia, a number of alternative methods for resolving civil disputes are available, rather than going
to court. These include mediation, conciliation and arbitration. In criminal matters — particularly when
dealing with young people — police may use warnings, formal cautions, community conferencing, circle
sentencing or the courts.

In civil matters, there are numerous advantages and disadvantages of resolving disputes without
proceeding to the court system. The advantages include:
• the system is generally cheaper and quicker than going to court
• it may create goodwill between the parties
• it is more flexible, thus better able to meet the parties’ individual needs.
The disadvantages include:
• people may opt for mediation because they cannot afford to go to court
• it may lead to people surrendering their legal rights.
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9.9.2 Mediation and conciliation
Mediation is where the people (parties) involved in a dispute meet with a neutral third party — a
mediator — who helps them to negotiate an agreement. This is normally some form of compromise.
Mediators do not act for either of the parties, nor do they advise or decide who is right or wrong. Their
main role is to encourage the parties to examine all the issues. The main advantage of mediation is that both
parties feel that they have achieved something for themselves.
Conciliation is very similar to mediation except that the conciliator is usually much more interventionist;

that is, they will offer their opinions and views. Conciliation is quite common in industrial disputes.

9.9.3 Tribunals and arbitration

The use of tribunals to settle disputes in
a range of areas frees up the courts for
hearing other matters.

A tribunal is a government body with powers to settle
disputes. Most tribunals use mediation to settle a dispute.
However, if this is not successful, arbitration is used.
Arbitration is similar to mediation in that a third person
assists the parties to reach their own solution. However, if
the parties cannot reach an agreement, the arbitrator decides
for them. The arbitrator’s decision is binding, which means
that both parties must accept the decision and carry out any
actions stipulated in that decision.

Tribunals hear disputes on a wide range of issues,
including matters of credit, domestic building work and
tenancies.

9.9.4 Restorative justice
Restorative justice allows the victim and the offender to
discuss the situation, usually face to face. This meeting will
allow the victims the opportunity to explain how the crime
has affected them, while the offender gets the chance to own
their actions and gain an understanding to how they are able
to fix the damage that they have done. During this time, both parties and the people who are there to support
them get to discuss the crime as well as possible solutions with a convenor who is trained to facilitate such
discussions. Other people who may be asked to attend the conference include police informants, community
representatives, school teachers and sport coaches.

The benefit of restorative justice for the victim is that he or she gets the opportunity to play a role in
deciding the offender’s punishment and also has a chance to seek closure to the event. For the offender,
the advantage of restorative justice includes the possibility of avoiding court, which means they will not
have a criminal record. If they have already been to court, the offender may get a reduced or even suspended
sentence as a consequence of having accepted responsibility for their actions.

9.9.5 Warnings
If a person under the age of 18 commits a criminal offence, such as offensive conduct or carrying an
offensive implement, they may be dealt with by a police officer issuing a warning. The child’s name will
be taken but the incident will not become part of the child’s criminal history.

9.9.6 Formal cautions
A child may be given a formal caution by a senior police officer or a respected member of the community
such as an Aboriginal elder. Issues taken into account when deciding whether to give a caution include the
seriousness of the offence, whether violence was involved, the harm caused to the victim, the nature of prior
offences and the number of previous offences.
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An example of an incident that may lead to a caution

9.9.7 Community conferencing
Community conferencing is viewed as being more severe than a caution, but not as severe as a court
appearance. A child must first admit to an offence before being eligible for conferencing or a caution.
People who may attend the conference include the child, the victim, people responsible for the child,
investigative officials, a support person for the victim, and a specialist youth officer. The aim of the
conference is to draw up a plan that is agreed to by all the participants, including the victim.

A major benefit of conferencing is that the child does not end up with a criminal record.

9.9.8 Circle sentencing
Circle sentencing involves a sentencing court going to the local Indigenous community. The magistrate and
the community sit in a circle, discuss the matter and arrive at an appropriate sentence.

Community members include the magistrate, offender, victim and their families as well as respected
members of the local Indigenous community.

Resources

Digital document Worksheet 9.4 Settling disputes (doc-27037)

9.9 Activity: Research and communication
1. Research newspapers to obtain an article that relates to a crime by a young offender. State the source and

the date the article was written, and then write a summary of the information in the article.
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9.9 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

1. Name the five options that police have when dealing with young people.
2. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of resolving disputes without going to court.
3. Outline the difference between a warning and a formal caution.
4. Refer to the cartoon in section 9.9.6.

(a) Who issued the caution?
(b) Would Travis have a criminal record after the caution?
(c) If Travis did not admit to the offence, could he have been cautioned?

5. Describe how community conferencing operates.
6. Explain the difference between arbitration, conciliation and mediation.
7. Describe how circle sentencing operates.
8. Which methods of resolving a dispute are the most effective in a school setting? Why?

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available in your digital formats.

9.10 Dispute resolution in Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities
9.10.1 What is customary law?
Customary law refers to the guidelines for behaviour that have been developed by Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples. These laws are passed on by word of mouth and have not been written down. In
what way is customary law significant to Indigenous Australian peoples? We will explore the answer to this
question throughout the rest of this section.

9.10.2 The Dreaming

Indigenous Australian people believe that the
Australian landscape and all its features were
created by their Dreaming ancestors.

Indigenous Australian peoples believe that their
customary laws originated in the Dreaming. The
Dreaming explains how the ancestors of Indigenous
Australian peoples created the landscape and its
features, as well as the laws necessary to survive in the
harsh Australian environment. Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples have a very strong relationship
with the Australian land. They believe that they do
not own the land — the land owns them, so it is their
responsibility to take care of it. The stories, songs and
dances told about the Dreaming reveal the many ways
in which Indigenous Australian peoples are connected
to the land.

9.10.3 Dreaming stories
Elders passed on customary laws by telling Dreaming stories to other members of their community or
language group. The stories provide guidance or instructions about how to behave and the right way to live.
Indigenous people expect that the younger ones will listen to the old people, be obedient, and not be greedy
or steal. Other customary laws concern what foods can be eaten, what rules apply to families, requirements
for marriage, and spiritual responsibilities. Songs and dances were also used to pass down customary law.
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9.10.4 Dispute resolution
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island societies did not have governments, police or courts. Disputes were
resolved by the elders, who would meet together to discuss the incident or dispute and then agree on an
appropriate solution or consequence. Punishments might include shaming or public ridicule for less serious
offences, or exile or spearing for more serious cases. Spearing involved stabbing a spear into the thigh of a
person who had committed an offence. The scar left behind would always remind the offender of the wrong
act they had carried out.

9.10.5 Recording customary law
Customary law has not been codified. It is not easy to record. This is because it is not always the same
throughout Australia. Different language groups and communities have their own customary laws,
languages, beliefs and traditions. The laws that apply to one group do not necessarily apply to another
group. The different groups can be seen in the following map. How many language groups can you see?

Indigenous Australia is made up of many different language groups, each with its own customary laws, languages,
beliefs and traditions.
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9.10.6 Customary laws and Australian law
Some state and territory laws have been amended to specifically refer to customary law — the Northern
Territory’s Sentencing Act recognises customary law. Many courts have also taken customary law into
account when considering sentences. Refer to the case study ‘Court imposes customary punishment’ in this
section for an example.

CASE STUDY
Court imposes customary punishment

Wilson Jagamara Walker’s case was the
first in Australia to include a customary
punishment as part of a sentence.

The 1993 case of Wilson Jagamara Walker was the first in
Australia to include a customary punishment as part of a
sentence. Walker was a 23-year-old Aboriginal man from
central Australia who pleaded guilty to manslaughter. He had
been walking home when he heard a cry for help from a person
being attacked by a group. Walker went to assist, and ended
up killing one of the attackers by stabbing him near the neck.
The judge, Chief Justice Martin, initially sentenced Walker to
three years’ imprisonment. The sentence was then suspended
and Walker was released on a two-year good behaviour bond
with conditions, including that he be speared in the thigh by
relatives of the victim.
In describing the customary punishment, Chief Justice Martin

said that:

When you return to Yuendumu, you will be called upon to face tribal punishment … by getting speared in
each of your legs a couple of times in such a way that you will be pained for at least a couple of weeks …
A hunting spear would be used. The punishment would be administered by the brother of the dead man.

Martin ordered police officers to witness the spearing so that they could verify that the sentence had been
carried out. Walker was told to return to the court to have the sentence reviewed if this did not occur.

9.10.7 Alternative sentencing for Indigenous offenders

FIGURE 4 The
Broadmeadows Koori
Court in Victoria
provides a more
informal environment
for Aboriginal offenders,
who must plead guilty
if they wish to be
sentenced here.

If found guilty of an offence, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander defendants
have alternatives to having a sentence imposed by the court. One initiative is
circle sentencing, a scheme operating in New South Wales that tries to avoid
imprisonment for Aboriginal offenders. This is where a circle of people —
including Aboriginal elders, the victim, the offender, the offender’s lawyer,

the prosecutor or police and a magistrate — will sit together to attempt to
decide an appropriate sentence. The Indigenous offender must have pleaded
guilty or have been found guilty of the offence.

The offence is considered first, and then the offender and his or her
background is discussed as well as the effect of the wrongdoing on the victim
and the community. The elders decide the sentence, which must be approved
by the magistrate. The circle will often hand down a good behaviour bond
with conditions attached, such as counselling or community service.

Other states have different names for similar programs. Victoria has
Koori Courts, South Australia has Nunga Courts and Western Australia has
Aboriginal Community Courts. The territories also have circle or community
courts. All of these courts involve Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
community members in the sentencing process, and the proceedings are less
formal than in a traditional courtroom.
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9.10 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

1. What is meant by the term ‘customary law’?
2. What is the Dreamtime (or the Dreaming)?
3. Give an example of legislation that recognises customary law in Australia.
4. List as many reasons as you can to explain why Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders find customary laws

significant. Compare your reasons with other class members. Write down any new ideas.
5. Read the case study ‘Court imposes customary punishment’ in this section. Outline the way in which the

judge incorporated customary law into the sentence imposed on Mr Walker.
6. Customary Law’s punishments for serious cases included exile or spearing of the thigh.

(a) Which of these punishments do you think would be worse and why?
(b) Would exile have the same effect today as it used to have when it was first used?
(c) Read the case study about Wilson Jagamera Walker and the information about circle sentencing. Do you

believe that Customary Law has a place in Australian Law?
7. Work in groups to investigate one of the circle sentencing courts.

(a) How does the court work and what sort of cases does it sentence?
(b) Identify one case that has been resolved by a circle sentencing court. Prepare a summary of the facts of

the case and the judgement made by the court.
8. Create a list of pros and cons for recognising customary law as part of Australia’s legal system. Do you think

that customary law should be recognised?
9. Working in groups of three, consider whether new courts should be established to reflect the traditional laws

of other ethnic or religious groups in Australia. For example, should an Islamic court be established so that
Muslim offenders could be sentenced according to sharia law?

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available in your digital formats.

9.11 Dispute resolution by the United Nations
9.11.1 The United Nation’s purpose
The United Nations (UN) was born out of the pain and suffering of World War II. After witnessing the
horrors of war for the second time within 30 years, the nations of the world were desperate to prevent
another world war. For this reason, 51 countries united in 1945 with the goals of maintaining global peace
and protecting the safety and rights of global citizens.

The United Nations was officially founded in 1945 with Australia as one of
the original 51 member states.
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9.11.2 The United Nations as peacekeepers

UN peacekeepers provide protection to a humanitarian aid agency
distributing food supplies in Haiti after the earthquake in 2010.

The UN discharges its responsibility
of maintaining global peace through
the use of peacekeepers and military
observers.

Australia has been involved in UN
peacekeeping missions from the first
envoy sent in 1948. In this section, we
examine the role of UN peacekeepers
and the contribution Australians have
made to these missions.

The role of United Nations
peacekeepers is exactly that —
to develop and maintain peaceful
interactions between social, ethnic
or political groups. Since 1948, the
UN has deployed peacekeeping
missions across the globe. The specific
activities of the mission depend on the
nature of the conflict. Missions may involve enforcing a ceasefire between previously warring parties; or
peacekeepers may be asked to conduct democratic elections that would otherwise be problematic.

Peacekeepers are instructed to operate using non-violent methods wherever possible. According to the
UN Charter, peacekeepers are allowed to use military force only in self-defence or if the essential goal of
the mission is under threat (see figure 2). Often known as Blue Berets, due to their distinctive blue hats and
helmets, UN peacekeepers can include soldiers of national armies as well as police officers and political
staff. Australia has sent 65 000 personnel to various UN peacekeeping missions. Australian doctors,
engineers, diplomats, and military servicemen and women have all played their part in the establishment
and maintenance of peace in countries around the world. Follow the Peace is a full-time job weblink in
your Resources section to learn more about what the UN is doing to keep the peace.

Principles of UN peacekeeping: Non-use of force except in self-defence and defence of the mandate

A UN peacekeeping operation should only use force as a measure of last resort. It should always be calibrated
in a precise, proportional and appropriate manner, within the principle of the minimum force necessary to
achieve the desired effect, while sustaining consent for the mission and its mandate. The use of force by a UN
peacekeeping operation always has political implications and can often give rise to unforeseen circumstances.

Judgments concerning its use need to be made at the appropriate level within a mission, based on a
combination of factors including mission capability; public perceptions; humanitarian impact; force protection;
safety and security of personnel; and, most importantly, the effect that such action will have on national and
local consent for the mission.

Source: United Nations.

Resources

Weblink Peace is a full-time job
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9.11.3 Australian peacekeeping missions
Australians have been involved in UN military observations and peacekeeping missions since 1948.
Although civilian personnel have contributed to peacekeeping missions, military and police officers have
traditionally played a more significant role. Australian peacekeepers have served in several key conflicts
around the world including:
• Indonesian War of Independence (1947)
• prelude to the Korean War (1953)
• various conflicts in Israel and the Middle East (since 1956)
• Iran-Iraq War (1988−91)
• Rwandan Civil War (1993−96)
• East Timorese independence crisis (since1999).
One of the best-known examples of Australian peacekeeping efforts was our involvement in the East

Timor independence crisis. A small country located to Australia’s north-west, East Timor has endured
a volatile history. Unlike much of the area which was settled by the Dutch, East Timor was colonised
by the Portuguese. In 1975, East Timor became an independent state, although it was soon invaded by
neighbouring Indonesia in the same year. The Indonesian rule over East Timor was brutal and unjust, but
Australian governments during this time were reluctant to criticise Indonesia. They feared such a move
would damage political relations between the two countries.

After decades of civil unrest, two UN programs were launched to deal with the East Timor crisis.
Australia had considerable involvement with both the UN mission in East Timor (UNAMET) and the
International Force for East Timor (INTERFET). The former mission successfully organised and conducted
a referendum which resulted in East Timorese independence. Organised and led by Australian forces
under Major General Peter Cosgrove, INTERFET then helped develop more effective military and law-
enforcement strategies in East Timor. The Australian contribution to East Timorese independence is an
excellent example of the positive contributions Australia has made to our region.

FIGURE 3 An Australian peacekeeper greets an East Timorese child in Dili.
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9.11 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

1. The United Nations was formed after which global event?
2. What is the key role of UN peacekeepers?
3. Construct a flowchart which explains East Timor’s journey towards independence.
4. List three challenges you might face as a UN peacekeeper.
5. Which of these challenges do you believe would be the most difficult to overcome and why?
6. Choose one of the six conflicts listed in bullet points in the section ‘Australian peacekeeping missions’.

Research the conflict and provide a summary paragraph which includes these points:
(a) a brief summary of the conflict
(b) the role played by Australia
(c) the number of Australian peacekeepers involved
(d) the outcome of the event.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available in your digital formats.

9.12 Rights and freedoms in the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea

The military enforce the law
in the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea.

9.12.1 Comparing rights and responsibilities
As covered in subtopic 9.7, the Australian Constitution and several
discrimination Acts protect Australian citizens from being abused
or mistreated. However, not all people around the world live in so
fortunate circumstances.

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), for instance,
rules through intimidation and violence. Their constitution guarantees
the same freedoms as Australia’s constitution, but the reality does not
match the words. The following table compares a few rights.

Right in Australia Reality in DPRK

Freedom of religion The DPRK is considered an atheist state even though the constitution
promises ‘freedom of religion’. Anyone who is seen to share the word of
God can face harsh penalties, including torture or execution.

The right to vote As a one-party state no freedom in voting is possible. Voicing political
opposition or starting groups or unions is also illegal, with penalties
ranging from torture and prison camps to forced labour and execution.

(Continued)
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(Continued)

Right in Australia Reality in DPRK

Freedom of movement The citizens of the DPRK are not allowed to leave the country without
permission. The borders are heavily guarded with personnel, CCTV and
barbed wire. In some places, mobile phone scramblers are even used to
prevent communication between countries. Any attempt to communicate
with the outside world can lead to torture, imprisonment or death.

The right to own property The DPRK does not allow privately owned property because the state
is seen to own all land. Instead of owning a home, the state will assign
individuals a home and give them the right to reside there for a specific
period of time.

The right to being treated equally The DPRK encourages stereotypical gender roles by training boys
and men to be leaders while steering the girls and women towards
stereotypically female roles. This has led to a very small proportion of
women in leadership roles compared to Australia.

COMFACTS
The DPRK has signed five human rights treaties involving the rights of children, women, people with disabilities,
political and civil rights as well as economic, social and cultural rights. However, evidence suggests that these
treaties are not being upheld. The 2014 United Nations Commission of Inquiry, for example, found that the
country had violated human rights by engaging in extermination, enslavement, torture, rape and forced abortions.

9.12 Exercise: Knowledge and understanding
1. Find a map of the DPRK and identify the countries it shares a border with.
2. Make an information poster about the DPRK, including at least 10 facts.
3. Name three rights that are limited in DPRK.
4. How does it make you feel about your own rights and freedom when you learn about how the people in the

DPRK live?
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9.13 SkillBuilder: Group consensus
9.13.1 Tell me
What is a group consensus?
A group consensus is when a collection of people work together to make a decision that is agreeable to
everyone in the group. Consensus is reached by using a democratic process where every group member’s
perspective is listened to and understood. A decision is made after evaluating all options and respecting
everyone’s different perspectives.

Why is a group consensus useful in civics and citizenship?
Decisions made by a group of people are usually better than decisions made by someone working alone.
Reaching a group consensus helps us to problem solve and appreciate different points of view. Consensus
is used in many areas of civics and citizenship. In parliament, consensus is reached when a Bill is passed
through both houses. In a legal trial, jurors will need to reach consensus when they decide on the facts of a
case.

Model
Read the following case study.

CASE STUDY
Find the crime
Yohan was caught by the police after he allegedly broke into an antique store. The owners of the store, who live
next door, were woken up by loud banging to discover a man trying to open their safe. They chased him away
and called the police. A police dog tracked the man down in a nearby park after police surrounded the area.
Yohan was arrested and taken away for questioning. He has been charged and summoned to appear in court.

What crime has been committed?

Decide if a crime was committed
A group might look at this case study and decide that it involves a criminal action. Discussion might focus
on what crime was actually committed. Was it breaking and entering, trespass or robbery? Someone in the
group might point out that nothing was actually stolen. Yohan was trespassing, however, and he did break
into the shop. The group might agree that Yohan could be charged with trespass and breaking and entering,
or they might vote on each charge.
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Decide if the defendant is guilty or not guilty
The group will now need to come to an agreement about whether or not they think the defendant is guilty or
not guilty. A discussion would be held looking at the facts of the case. Someone in the group might claim
that the fact that Yohan was found in the park after the police dog tracked his scent there is proof that he
is guilty. Someone else might argue that this could easily be a case of mistaken identity. After discussing
all possible solutions, the group will make a decision either by unanimous agreement (where everyone
is in agreement) or by taking a vote. The group might decide that Yohan is guilty of both trespass and of
breaking and entering. One person in the group might disagree with the final decision, believing that Yohan
should be charged with robbery and not with breaking and entering, but everyone else believes that they can
live with the decision.

Elements of a good group consensus
A good group consensus:
• clearly identifies what needs to be decided
• allows everyone to express his or her opinion and make suggestions
• discusses the advantages and disadvantages of possible solutions
• chooses a solution that everyone can support.

9.13.2 Show me
How to reach a group consensus
You will need:

• a sheet of lined paper
• a pen
• three to four people
• a problem or an issue to solve.

Procedure:
1. Step 1

Form a team of three or four people. Decide how your group will finalise a decision. Will you
require unanimous support for a decision or will you vote? If you vote, is a simple majority all that is
required?

2. Step 2
Outline what needs to be decided. Clearly state the issue so that everyone in the group

understands it.
3. Step 3

Discuss the problem with the group. Allow everyone to express his or her opinion and make
suggestions.

4. Step 4
Make a list of solutions that include everyone’s suggestions.

5. Step 5
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each solution.

6. Step 6
Select the best solution, based on the discussion. This could be a unanimous decision or a vote.

Consensus does not necessarily mean that everyone agrees with the final decision, but that everyone
feels they can support the group’s decision.

7. Step 7
Implement the group’s decision. This might mean writing it down and presenting it to the rest of the

class.
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9.13.3 Let me do it

ACTIVITIES
Consider the following case studies:
• Case 1 — Fred is talking to Bob over the back fence about his tomatoes and calls him a silly old fool.
No-one else hears the comment.

• Case 2 — Phil is found asleep in the driver’s seat of his parked car by a police patrol. He has been drinking
heavily.

• Case 3 — Masako holds a black belt in karate. When stopped by a would-be mugger intent on robbery, she
kicks the robber and breaks his arm.

• Case 4 — Petros likes to take a shortcut to work by cutting through Karen’s vacant corner block of land. He
has been doing this for over five years.

• Case 5 — Wayne is a spectator at a football match. On seeing a bad error of judgement by umpire
Thompson, he verbally abuses Thompson in a loud and clear voice.

• Case 6 — Daniel gets involved in an argument with Martin. He becomes so angry that he threatens to
punch Martin on the nose. Martin believes that he means it.

• Case 7 — While digging a garden in her backyard, Rachel breaks a water pipe and floods Mrs Paize’s
henhouse next door, drowning her prize rooster.

• Case 8 — Nerida’s house has been burgled several times. She sets a trap and shoots Tom as he enters
with the intent to burgle again.

1. Working in groups of three or four, choose one of the case studies. Decide whether the case involves a
criminal action, a civil action (or perhaps both), or even no action at all. State the crime or the civil wrong
that you think is involved. (Use the crimes and civil wrongs listed in subtopic 3.4 as a guide.)

2. As a group, come to an agreement about whether or not you think the defendant is guilty or not guilty, or
liable or not liable.

3. Explain your decisions to the rest of the class, outlining how you reached a consensus on those decisions.
4. How did you make decisions in your group? Did everyone contribute equally? How easy was it to come to

consensus in your group?
5. How democratic were your group decisions? Did someone take charge while others stayed silent? Did

everyone start by contributing ideas before someone with a more dominant personality won out?
6. In your opinion, what does reaching a consensus mean?

9.14 Review
9.14.1 Summary
Having explored this topic, you can now:
• explain how a person’s age and mental status can affect their legal capacity and how the law treats

minors differently from adults
• discuss the rights and responsibilities that are part of being a law-abiding citizen
• outline the way criminal law deals with expected social behaviour
• explain how people who are charged with a criminal offence are treated differently depending on

their age
• understand why the prosecution must prove that both actus reus (guilty act) and mens rea (guilty mind)

were present for the accused to be found guilty of a crime
• identify the rationale behind punishments
• explain the difference between civil and criminal law, including the use of damages as compensation
• outline the legal obligations when a contract is entered into, and the obligations of a guarantor
• explain the term ‘negligence’ and outline how the law can help a person seek damages as

compensation
• explain how law and order is enforced by a range of institutions, including the police, the Australian

Taxation Office and the courts
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• explain the rights enshrined in Australia’s Constitution, along with the treaties and conventions
Australia is a party to

• explain how the Constitution and other pieces of legislation protects human rights in Australia
• compare human rights in Australia with that of another country in the world
• understand why workplace violence and harassment is unlawful in Australia
• evaluate the methods of resolving civil disputes
• examine different legal cases using legal terminology, including accused/defendant, witness, plaintiff

and victim
• understand the law is constantly changing
• understand the alternatives to court when dealing with criminal offences committed by minors
• explain the differences between Australian law and Customary law
• outline how customary law can co-exist with Australian law
• explain the United Nation’s role in enforcing treaties and keeping peace in the world.

9.14.2 Key terms glossary

accused to be charged with an alleged criminal offence
adult a person aged 18 years or over
arbitration a method of resolving disputes whereby an impartial third party decides on a settlement arrangement

that is then binding on the parties to the dispute
capacity the ability of a person to do something
capital punishment the practice of putting an offender to death as punishment for a crime
ceasefire a temporary or permanent suspension of fighting
charge a formal allegation that a person has committed an offence
charter an official document describing the goals and principles of an organisation
civil law deals with non-criminal matters involving disputes between individuals and organisations
codified laws that have been collected and organised, usually in written form
colonised a country or region whose government has been replaced by one from another country
conciliation a method of settling a dispute where a third party acts as an interventionist mediator
contract a legally binding agreement
criminal law law involving cases where the parliament has declared some action to be illegal
Customary law guidelines for behaviour that have been developed by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

peoples
democratic supporting democracy, or the system of government where supreme power is vested in the people

and exercised directly by them or by their elected representatives under a free electoral system
evidence information presented that helps a court reach a decision in a case
good behaviour bond a type of punishment whereby the offender agrees to display good behaviour for a set

time or they will forfeit a sum of money and be sentenced for the original offence as well as any new offences
of which they may be found guilty

guarantor a person who agrees to pay another person’s debt if they are unable or unwilling to pay themselves
mediation when a third party helps those involved in a dispute to negotiate a solution acceptable to both sides
minor a person under 18 years of age
negligence the failure to exercise proper care, which could result in another person being injured or suffering a

risk
oath a promise (in the legal system, a promise to tell the truth as a witness)
victim a person who is injured or killed by another
witness a person who gives evidence in court
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Resources

Digital documents Key terms glossary (doc-#####)

Match-up (doc-#####)

Crossword (doc-#####)

Wordsearch (doc-#####)

9.14 Exercises
9.14 Exercise 1: Glossary quiz
<To come>
9.14 Exercise 2: Multiple choice quiz
1. What is the term given to the person who is charged with an alleged criminal offence?

A. Victim
B. Minor
C. Accused
D. Witness

2. What is the term used to describe the ability of a person to do something?
A. Minor
B. Capacity
C. Adult
D. Guarantor

3. Which of the following is an example of capital punishment?
A. Community service
B. Imprisonment
C. Fine
D. Hanging

4. Which of the following is not considered a criminal offence?
A. Drink driving
B. Shoplifting
C. Fraud
D. Parking in a clearway

5. Which of the following is not considered by a magistrate in determining a person’s sentence?
A. Circumstances of the crime
B. Prior convictions
C. The victim’s financial situation
D. Level of hardship a sentence may cause

6. Which of the following statements best describes a minor?
A. A person who breaks the law at hand
B. A person who has not reached the legal age of adulthood
C. A person under 16 years of age
D. A person who is not responsible for their actions

7. Owen had had an ongoing dispute with his employer regarding his working hours. Owen felt that he was
not paid for extra duties that his employer had added to his workload. Owen and his employer had
unsuccessfully tried to reach a compromise. In the end, the conflict was solved by the help of a third party
who heard both sides of the dispute and offered an opinion on the matter. Which type of dispute resolution
process did Owen and his employer engage in?
A. Arbitration
B. Conciliation
C. Litigation
D. Negotiation

8. Which of the following statements is false?
A. You cannot be charged with an alleged criminal offence if you are under the age of 12.
B. Children between the ages of 10 and 14 have limited responsibility for offences they commit.
C. A victim can be of any age, even an unborn baby.
D. The criminal liability depends on the presence of two elements: actus reus and mens rea.
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9. A contract is a legally binding agreement. A business cannot enforce a loan agreement from a person
under the age of _____________. A lot of young people fail to read the _____________ before signing a
contract, which can cause them ________ problems.
Which of the following alternatives solves the passage correctly?
A. 18, fine print, legal
B. 16, fine print, financial
C. 16, fine print, legal
D. 18, fine print, financial

10. Which of the following is not a right protected by the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CROC)?
A. Children have the right to express their opinions freely in all matters affecting them.
B. Children have the right to express their views, obtain information and give others information and tell

them of their ideas.
C. Children have the right to be discriminated against based on their family background and social status.
D. The government must respect a child’s right to freedom of thought, morals/conscience and religion.

9.14 Exercise 3: Knowledge and understanding
1. What is the difference between a plaintiff and a victim?
2. Which law deals with fraud, shoplifting, murder and bodily harm?
3. Identify three types of punishments that were used in the early nineteenth century.
4. During which circumstances can you legally enter into a contract under the age of 18?
5. Why do you think you should consider carefully before agreeing to be a guarantor for a friend?
6. What benefits do you think circle sentencing has in preventing the accused from re-committing an offence?
7. What is the main difference in sentences handed down in civil versus criminal court?
8. Explain why you could be taken to court for a break and enter if all you did was drive your friends to and

from the place they broke into.
9. Outline the elements needed to prove that the accused is guilty of a crime.

10. Under what circumstances can a crime be tried in both a criminal and civil court?
11. Explain the term negligence and what remedies you can seek in a court of law if you have been the victim

of negligence.
12. Make a flowchart showing the differences and similarities between mediation, conciliation and arbitration.
13. In Perth on 27 January 2016, a group of nine boys, including an 11 year old, spent the night engaging in

violent activities that culminated in the attack and murder of Patrick Slater. Mr Slater was stabbed with a
screwdriver and the 11-year-old boy was seen moments after the attack running away with the bloody
weapon. The boy was found guilty of manslaughter and sentenced to four years in jail in juvenile detention.
Do you think it is just that such a young boy should be sentenced to jail?

14. Do you think that restorative justice could help to prevent revenge crimes? Explain your answer.

Resources

Digital documents Glossary quiz (doc-#####)

Multiple choice quiz (doc-#####)

Interactivities Law in Action wordsearch (int-####)

Law in Action crossword (int-####)
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